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Aire de Barcelona 

"Middle-Eastern Magic!"

A 19th Century warehouse in Barcelona's El Born district that was known

for housing an array of wine cellars now serves a very different purpose:

that of providing patrons with complete relaxation, Middle Eastern style.

This cavernous building is where you will find a soothing retreat that

combines ancient traditions with modern therapies to offer you an

experience that is thoroughly rejuvenating. At Aire de Barcelona, you can

indulge yourself in a number of ways, among which a calming salt water

bath, jacuzzi, sauna and hot and cold pools are just a few. For more

details, call +34 90 255 5789.

 www.airedebarcelona.com/  Passeig Picasso 22, Barcelona
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Spaciomm 

"A Soothing Space"

The peaceful aura created with the help of earthy hues, silk and soft

lighting is enhanced further with the help of the soothing treatments Hotel

Omm's spa offers. A space meant for complete relaxation, Spaciomm

succeeds in achieving this goal, and anything less than total rejuvenation

is not an option. The treatments offered at this oasis of calm aim at

soothing all five senses in an effort to unite body, mind and soul. Apart

from the usual therapies, you can undergo underwater massage,

treatments to banish jet-lag, tui na and more. You can be sure that all the

products used will be organic.

 +34 93 445 4000  www.hotelomm.es/spacio

mm/

 reservas@hotelomm.es  Carrer Rosselló 265, Hotel

Omm, Barcelona
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Aqua Urban Spa 

"Award-Winning Spa"

The healing properties of water are the focal point of the treatments on

offer at the aptly named Aqua Urban Spa. Whether you're looking to heal

your tired muscles or just seek some peace and relaxation, the spa offers

a rich array of treatments and rituals for every need. Besides their diverse

array of thermal treatments, the spa also offers an indulgent choice of

beauty therapies and rituals. There's also an extensive selection of

massages on offer to wipe your stress away. The soothing decor, with

subdued lighting accents add to the pleasant experience. Check website

for more.

 +34 93 238 4160  www.aqua-urbanspa.com/  info@aqua-urbanspa.com  Gran de Gracia 7, Barcelona
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Rituels d'Orient 

"Barcelona's Well Kept Secret"

A well kept secret from the East, Rituels d'Orient is just the place to wash

your aches, pains and blues away. With a well trained staff, aromatic

treatments and palatial decor, it doesn't get any better. The spa offers

naturopathy, alopathy and herbal treatments for the skin, body and face.

They also have manicures, exfoliation, pedicures, steam bath and many

more treatments for relaxation, rejuvenation and reflexology. The staff

here are friendly, well qualified and are sure to leave you feeling renewed

and relaxed. Check their website for the whole list of treatments on offer.

 +34 93 419 1472  www.rituelsdorient.com/  info@rituelsdorient.com  Carrer Loretto 50, Barcelona
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